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HADAMARD CONVEXITY AND MULTIPLICITY AND
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FARUK F. ABI-KHUZAM

Abstract. We consider certain questions arising from a paper of Hayman con-

cerning quantitative versions of the Hadamard three-circle theorem for entire

functions. If b{r) denotes the second derivative of \ogM(r) with respect to

logr , the principal contributions of this work are (i) a characterization of those

entire / with nonnegative Maclaurin coefficients for which limsupè(r) = |

and (ii) some exploration of the relationship between multiple zeros of / and

the growth of b(r).

1. Introduction

Let / be an entire function and put

( 1 ) b(r) = b(r;f) = d2 log M(r)/d(log r)2

where M(r) = M(r; f) = sup \f(z)\  is the maximum modulus of /.   The
\z\=r

simplest result of this paper is the following:

Theorem. If f has nonnegative Maclaurin coefficients and satisfies

(2) lim sup b(r) = -
r—»oo 4

then all but a finite number of the zeros of f are simple and lie on the negative

real axis. Furthermore, if rn is the modulus of the nth zero then

(3) r„+1/V„->oo        as n -> oo.

This theorem puts in sharp form an earlier result [1] where the zeros were

shown to lie in arbitrarily small angles containing the negative real axis.

The study of the growth of b(r) was initiated in 1966 by Hayman [3]
who showed that the classical estimate b(r) > 0 obtained from Hadamard's

three-circle theorem could be improved under certain conditions. Hayman

showed that there exists a positive absolute constant Ao > 0.180 such that

lim sup b(r) > Aq for every transcendental entire function /. In 1973, Kjelle-
r—»oo

berg [4] improved the inequality on A0 to 0.24 < A0 < 0.25 and this was later

improved to 0.24 < A0 < 0.247 by Hilditch [5]. In the special case where /
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has nonnegative Maclaurin coefficients, Boichuck and Gol'dberg [2] obtained

Aq = 0.25 which is a sharp result for this class of functions. The best possible

value of Aq in the class of all transcendental entire functions is as yet unknown.

The fact that the growth of b(r) is related to the distribution of values of /

was first pointed out in [ 1 ] where, also, another proof of the Boichuck-Gol'dberg

result was obtained. Here we go a little further by investigating the relationship

between the growth of b(r) and the multiple zeros of / or, more generally,

zeros having equal moduli. It turns out that there is an absolute constant 2AX ,

a sort of an "impact parameter", such that if lim sup b(r) < 2AX  and / has
r—»oo

only real coefficients, then all but a finite number of the zeros of / must be

real and simple. Since 2AX > 0.36 , the theorem stated above follows from this

and the positivity of the coefficients. The exact value 0.25 in (2) is needed to

get (3).
The most concise way of stating our results requires the use of Jacobian

elliptic functions, and we start by summarizing what is needed from their theory

[6].
We set q = enn where Im x > 0 and define the theta function 8 by

oo

(4) 8{z) = 84(z)=   £ (-1)VV'"Z.

The other theta functions 8X , 82 and 83 are defined in terms of 04 and we

have the product representations [6, p.470]

oo

0,(z) = 2Gy/4sinzTT(l -q2ne2iz)(\-q2ne-2iz),

n=l

(5)
oo

82(z) = 2Gqx'4 cos zTT( 1 + q2"e2,z)( 1 + q2"e~2iz),

n=l

where G is a constant whose precise value need not concern us at the moment.

The Jacobian elliptic functions may be defined [6, p. 492] by

miz k)-93^  g'W2(Q))
{   '    J      MO)    04(z/02(O))'

(6)

,   ,,   »4(0)  e2(z/e¡{on
c"iz>k^WfMzm¡-

Here k is a constant (called the modulus) defined in terms of q and confined,

when q is real, to the interval (0, 1). Associated to k are constants K, k',

K' that may conveniently be defined, at least when k e (0, 1), by

rnl2 rlt
K= ,        ' ,        fc'2 + ¿2 = l(£'>0),

(7) Jo       VI -/c2sin t

r    C'2       dt
Jo      V\ - k/2sin2t '
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and one has the relations [6, p. 479]

,8)   r=|iogQ),  k*

3045

li°j,     ö2(0) = ^,    sn(K',k')=l.

From (6) and (8) one obtains

(9)
8x(nz/2K) =kn/2   sn(z> k)

82(nz/2K) cn(z,ky

Simple explicit values for k' may be obtained for certain given values of q or

K/K'. Thus one has, for example, the following table [6, p. 525]

K/K1

71

V2

n/2-1

V3

V2{y/l+l)
(v^-l)2

In general, however, we have [6, p. 479]

(10) fr'l/2
1 - 2q + 2q4 + 2q9 +

l+2q + 2q4 + 2q9 + = f\(1-«2"-1)211 V 1 + q2n~l J
n=l

and the middle expression in (10) is convenient for the calculation of k'.

Let a > 0 and put q = e~n ,a , so that k' becomes a function of a and

K'/K = n/a . Define

(11) Ax{a) = -^\ogknl2 = -4 logk'(a)1'2.

Then A\(a) > 0 and it can be shown that Ax(a) —> 0 as a-»0+ or oo. So

;4i(a) has an absolute maximum on (0, oo) at some point «o . The table gives

Ax(n\/2) = zj^log(\/2-l) = A\(2n) and so a critical value of Ax exists between

Ti\f2 and 2n. At any rate we have Ax(ao) > Ax(n\/3) = ^Tlog(v/6 + \/2) -

0.183.
Throughout this paper we shall take for q the value e~n l"° where, as men-

tioned above,

(12) ^i(ao) = max A\(a) — A\.
(0,oo)

The "impact parameter" referred to earlier in this introduction will be the con-

stant 2AX , and the above discussion shows that 2Ax > 0.365.

2. Statement of results

For r0 > 0 and a0 defined by (12) we shall use the notation

D{r0, no) = {z ■ r0exp(-^a0) < \z\ < r0e\p({n0)}

and

I{ro, no) = {r- r0exp(-ia0) < r < r0e\p{{a0)}.
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Theorem 1. Let f(z) be regular in D(r0 , ao).

(i) If fizi) - 0 for some point zx satisfying \zx\ = r0, then there exists r in

I(r0,ao) suchthat b(r) > Ax  where Ax is defined in (12).

(ii) If f(zx) = f{z2) = 0 where \zx\ = \z2\ = r0 there exists r e I(rQ, ao)

such that b(r) > 2AX  where Ax is defined by (12).

Corollary 1. If f is a transcendental entire function then

(2.1) lim sup b(r) >AX.
r—»oo

oo

Corollary 2. Let f(z)= £ akzk be a transcendental entire function and assume

that

(2.2) limsupè(r)<2^,.
r—»oo

Then all but a finite number of the zeros of f have distinct moduli, in particular,

(i) if all the coefficients of f are real, then all but a finite number of the zeros

of f are simple and real;
(ii) if all the coefficients of f are nonnegative, then all but a finite number of

the zeros of f are simple and lie on the negative real axis.

oo

Theorem 2. Let f(z) =  ^Z akzk  be a transcendental entire function whose
k=0

coefficients ak are nonnegative. If b(r) is bounded, then lim sup b{r) — 0.25 if
r—»oo

and only if all but a finite number of zeros {z„} of f are simple, negative and

satisfy rn+x/rn —» oo as n —> oo where rn — \zn\.

We do not know whether equality can hold in relation (2.1), but we can have

lim sup b(r) = 2AX . This raises the question of determining the extremal func-

tions. In order to do so let us write co(r) for any argument at which the maxi-

mum modulus is achieved. That is M(r) = \f(re,(o(-r^)\. If zn is the «th zero

of / we write z„ = rneie".

Theorem 3. Let f be an entire function and let ô, 0 < ô < n, be given.

(i) If there are infinitely many zeros z„ = rneldn satisfying \8n - co(rn)\ < ô

then

(2.3) lim sup b(r) >A\-j 1°8
r—»oo (Xq

.K'ô    ,,
sn   -, k

Tl

(ii) If there are infinitely many pairs of zeros z„ = r„e'e", wn = rnea" satis-

fying \8„ - oj(rn)\ < ô and \Xn - co(r„)\ < ô then

I K'S   i-'sn   -, k
n

(2.4) lim sup b(r) > 2 [Ax - -, log
r—oo \ CCq

(iii) If lim sup b(r) = 2AX  then all but a finite number of the multiple zeros
r—»oo

of f must satisfy \8„ - to(rn)\ = n.

3. An auxiliary lemma

The principle of our proofs is the same as that of Hayman's [3], but instead

of using the cotangent function we use theta functions. This leads to the fol-
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lowing lemma which is fundamental to our proofs and which may also be of

independent interest.

Lemma. Let f(z) be regular in the annulus D(ro, qo) and let

L(0) = log y/M{roe-a°/2)M{roea°/2).

(i) If f(z\) — 0 for some point zx satisfying \zx\ = ro, then

(3.1) |/(z,0|<exp(L(0)).*'
K'x   .,

sn | -, k
n

for all real x.
(ii) Suppose f(zx) - f(z2) = 0 where z\ = roe'6',  z2 = roe'82. Set zo =

roeiy where y = j(8x + 82). Then, if ß = j(82 - 8\) and -n <x <n, we have

(3.2)    |/(z0^)|<exp(L(0)).fc' iK\-V,k>)sn(K'(t + ßKk>

It will be convenient to omit the subscript in e*o and write a instead. Let

S = S(a) be the vertical strip in the z-plane defined by

(3.3) <z = a
1 1

+ ix : — — a < a < —a, — oo<t<+oo
}•

The maximum principle will be applied to a certain auxiliary function on S and

this requires a study of factors of the form ( 1 ± qine±mzla) on the boundary of

S. More precisely, if q - e~n /a where a > 0 and z = ±\a + iy then, since

e±inz/a ¿s pure imaginary, we have

1 + q2neinzla

1 _ q2nginz/a

I
2

(3.4)

Also, if z = ±\a + iy then

1 -|- g2ne-inz/a

I _ q2ng — ixz/a
= 1 (oo < y < +oo).

(3.5) cot(7rz/2a)| = 1 (-oo < y < -f-oo).

It is clear for each fixed n that if z e S and z —» oo then

1 _)- qlrtginiz/a I

(3.6)

Finally, since

J _ nítigíniz/a
1.

(3.7)
sinh ny/2a

1 + sinh2 ny/2a
<

(Tix     .ny\

COtfe + <¿)
2      1 + sinh ny/2a

sinh2 ny/2a

for |jc| < ja and y ^ 0, we see that |cot(;rz/2a)| —► 1 as z —> oo inside S.

We are now ready to proceed with the proof of the lemma.

Proof. We shall only prove (3.2) since the proof of (3.1) is similar (and simpler).

Let / satisfy the conditions in (ii) of the lemma and consider the function

f(z0ez) on the strip S. Let L{o) = Bo + C where the real constants B and

C are determined by the equations

lim    (logAf(>-oO-L((T)) = 0.
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Since logM(roea) is a bounded convex function of a in the interval I(ro, a),

the limits exist and determine L uniquely. By the Hadamard three-circle the-

orem we also have

(3.8) \f(z0ez)\ < exp(L((j))

for all z - a + ix in S.

Fix the integer A > 1 and consider in S the functions

= cos(7rz/2a)pr (1 + g2V"/")(l +g2"g-'"/°)

1 • > Vn(z)     ün(nz/2a)L} (1 - q2neinzla){\ - q^e-il"la) '

and

(3.10) 4>n(z) = f(zoez)e-L^y/N(z - iß)y/N(z + iß)

where ß - j(axgz2 - argzi) may be assumed to satisfy 0 < ß < n. Sup-

pose ß / 0. The zeros of the denominator of <)>n in S are at the zeros

of sin(7t(z - iß)/2a)sin(n(z + iß)/2a) in S, which are ±iß, and at the

zeros of the factors (1 - qinei*{z±iß)l<*)(\ _ q2ne~in(z±m/^ in s which are

±iß±2nni. So the zeros of the denominator of <pN in S occur at ±iß + 2nni

where n = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , ±A. On the other hand, since z0 = roe^di+ei)

and f{roe'e') - f(roe'62) = 0, the function f(z0ez) has zeros at all the points

±iß + 2nni where n = 0, ±1, ±2,_ Thus the function 4>n is regular in

S\ If ß = 0 then the zeros of the denominator of </>n occur at 2nni and /

has double zeros there so that 4>n is again regular in S. The boundary be-

havior of (¡>n follows immediately from that of y/N ■ Thus limsup|ç!>jv(z)| < 1

as z approaches any finite boundary point of S by (3.4) and (3.5). Also

limsup|0jv(z)| < 1 as z —» oo inside S by (3.6) and (3.7). It now follows by

the maximum principle that |0jv(z)| < 1 for all z e S and so by (3.8)

(3.11) 1/(20^)1 < exp(L(o))\y/N(z - iß)y/N(z + tß)\~l

where z = o + ix , \o\< \a and -oo < x < oo .

If we let A —> oo the product defining y/N becomes a ratio of theta functions

given in (5). These can then be simplified using (6), (8) and (9) to give by (3.11)

I sn fK{z + iß)
(3.12)   \f(z0ez)\ < exp(L(<j))/c'

sn (K(z-iß)

en \        a en \        a
,k

valid for all z = a + ix, |cr| < ^a and -oo < x < oc .

In particular, if we take a — 0 and use the Jacobian imaginary transforma-

tion [6, p. 506] namely,

..     ,.      .sn(u,k') '      , 1
sn(iu,k)-i—;-¡-—,     cn(iu,k) = —;-p—,

v        '      cn{u,k') v        '     cn(u,k')

we obtain

(3.13) |/(z0O| < exp(L(0)) • k'\sn(K(x - ß)/a, k')\\sn(K(x + ß)/a, fc')l-

If we now recall that q = e~n~l"  and, from (8),   ^ = logg-1 , we obtain

Ç = ï so that ^^ = ^^1 and &¿il = M . Thus (3.13) takes the
Ar* ft n n n v '

form

(3.14) |/(z0O|<exp(L(0))./c'

This finishes the proof of the lemma.

snlK'<T-ß),k>)sn(K'(T + ß),k>
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4. Proof of Theorem 3
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Let us prove part (ii) of Theorem 3 since the proof of part (i) is similar.

Suppose then that 0 < ô < n and that / has infinitely many pairs of zeros

zn = rne'e" and wn = rnea" having equal moduli and satisfying

(4.1) \e„-œ(r„)\<ô    and     \Xn - co(rn)\ < ô

where \f(rneiw^)\ = M(r„).

Let L„(a) — B„o + C„ where the real constants are, as in the proof of the

lemma, determined by the equations

(4.2) lim  (logM(rnea)-Ln(a)) = 0.

zx = z„, z2 = wn andApplying part (ii) of the lemma with zo = r„e'<-dn+x"^2

x - co(rn) - (8„ + X„)/2 we obtain

(4.3) M(rn) < exp(L„(0))A:' sn (K'{z'ß) , A sn (K'{x + ß) , k'
V       n J      \       n

Here ß = \{Xn - 8n) and so, in view of (4.1), we have

(4.4) \x-ß\<S     and     \x + ß\<o.

Since sn{u, k') is an odd function of u that increases on 0 < u < K' we have

■ ̂-".rW"*".*'

and so

(4.5)

<
, K'S   ,,

sn   -, k
n

sn
(?•*'

K'S   ,,
-, k'

n

logM{rn)<Ln{Q) + logk' + 2 log

Now put g (a) = L„(a) - logM(r„ea) + j{a2 - \a2) and assume that b(r) < A

for all r e I(r„ , a). Then g"{a) - -b{r„ea) + A so that the assumption on b

implies that g is convex on [-3Q, {a] . As g{-^a) = g(\a) = 0, it follows

that g(a) < 0 for all |ct| < \a. In particular g(0) < 0 and so

logM(rn)>Ln(0)-A
a

8 '

If this last inequality is combined with (4.5) we obtain

'K'S
(4.6) A > log/V' + 21og sn ,k'

It remains to recall, from (11) and (12), the definition Ax = -| logrV"/2 to
"0

see that inequality (2.4) of Theorem 3 follows from (4.6) and the assumption

of an infinitude of pairs of zeros having equal moduli. This finishes the proof

of part (ii) of Theorem 3 and we have, in passing, proved part (ii) of Theorem

1.  Indeed, taking S = n in (4.6) gives the required inequality in part (ii) of

Theorem 1 and, of course, (4.1 ) is always satisfied in this case.   The proofs

of part (i) of Theorem 3 and part (i) of Theorem 1 are similar and use (3.1)
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instead of (3.2).  To prove part (iii) of Theorem 3, note that the assumption

limsupè(r) = 2^41 implies that sn ( ̂ , k'\ — 1 and so ô = n . Thus, either

/ has only a finite number of multiple zeros, in which case (2.4) does not apply;

or / has an infinite number of multiple zeros z„ = rne'e" in which case (2.4)

applies and gives \8„ - tv(r„)\ = n for all large n as required. This finishes the

proof of Theorem 3.

5. Proofs (continued)

The inequalities (2.1) and (2.2) are immediate consequences of parts (i) and

(ii) of Theorem 1. To prove part (i) of Corollary 2 observe that if the coefficients

of / are real then complex zeros, when they exist, occur in conjugate pairs. So

if / has real coefficients and an infinite number of complex zeros then part

(ii) of Theorem 1 or Theorem 3 implies that lim sup b(r) > 2AX , contradicting
r—»oo

(2.2). Thus / can have at most a finite number of complex zeros and all other

zeros must be real and simple. Part (ii) of Corollary 2 follows from part (i) and

the fact that, since the coefficients of / are nonnegative, the real zeros of /

when they occur cannot be positive.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let / be entire with nonnegative Maclaurin coefficients

and suppse that limsup b(r) = |.   Since 2,4i > 0.365 > 0.25, Corollary 2
/■—»oo

implies that, except for a possible finite number, all the zeros of / are simple,

real and negative. Thus we may write
OO

(5.1) f(z)=p(z)]J(l + z/rn)
71=1

where p is a polynomial carrying the nonreal zeros of f and the product carries

all the negative real and simple zeros {-/"„} of /. Since we are given that all

coefficients of / are nonnegative, we have M(r, f) = f(r) and so

(5.2) b(r ,f) = d2 logp(r)/d(log r)2 + £
rr„

n — i

The first term on the right-hand side of (5.2) tends to zero as r —► oo and so

does not contribute to limsup b(r). Thus we have

1 /1 t r \      1
- = limsup b(r) > limsup b{r„) > limsup   - +       " "+1 ,2    > j.
t r—»oo n—»oo n—»oo     \t        \'n   '   'n+ll   J        *•

Therefore

(5.3) limsupn+;+l/?r)2=0-
n^oo    (i + rn+i/rn)

If a subsequence r„k+x/r„k of rn+x/rn were bounded (above), say by M, we

would contradict (5.3). Hence r„+x/rn —» oo as n —> oo. Conversely, if the

real simple zeros of / satisfy rn+x/r„ —► oo as n —► oo and b(r) is bounded,

then / factors as in (5.1) and b(r, f) is given by (5.2) where, again, only the

second term on the right-hand side matters. We can write

oo .  n — 1 oo

n=\   v '" v "' k=l k=n+l
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We may assume that rn+x/r„ > M > 1 for all n > 1 . Then we have

rr„      < y*      rrn      <      rr„ M     ( rn_x     j_

{r + rn)2 - ¿^ (r + rn)2 - {r + rn)2     M-l\   r        rn+x

By considering r e ((/"«_ir„)1/2, (r„r„+i)1''2), we conclude limsup b(r) = \ as
r—»oo

required.
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